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Sports Wheel

..__By l>:AUL SHODAL,.-- - '
A football game is scheduled to
be played in Tempe, Arizona, this
Saturday night, The advanced billing indicates the · New Mexico
Lobos will play the Sun Devils of
Arizona State at that time. A simple announcement and not one to
cause many eyebrows to be lifted.
A win over the Sun Devils would
prove that the Lobos are definitely
a championship contender, that
last week's game wasn't just l11.ck,
that they can win away :from home
after ma)dng a long trip and that
the Lobos would stand a good
chance of having a winning season.
No one can tell if Coach Dud
DeGroot will break out his much•
p11.blidzed double-wing formation.
The "T" went so well against
Flagstaff jt may be hard to give
up. There is little question but
that this is the BIG game of the
year. Fans expect a scoring duel
and probably will get one.
The Lobos fully realize the type
of team they are going up against.
Many of them played against
Tempe here last year.
It is a lightning-fast offensive
team with ground defense being
its possible weal;: spot, though !tis
stronger than last year's. It IS a
team with a potential all-American in its backfield, namely Wilford "Whizzer" White, whose
dashing sashays for paydirt have
dealt nightmares to Lobo fans in
recent years. In Henry Rich and
Manuel Aja, he has two backfield
mates par excellence. Quarterback
Hendricks, while not as smooth as
last year's Coleman, is above average. The Hilltoppers will counter
with Chuck Hill, Roger Cox, Mil-
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WOLFA(TS Arizona Baton Champ
by
Is· UNM Drum Major
Connie Alexander

DAILY LOBO

SPORTS

The man who is head drum major for the University band is not
without excellent gualifications,
John Large has packed mo1·e baton twirling into 20 year$ than
1nost druin Inajors or Inajorettes
get in a lifetime.
Large ;was Arizona State Champion baton twirler, In addition he
has an impressive record of lead.ing the bands in three high schools
and at Arizona State College at
Tempe.
•
He was coinmanding officer and
drum major of the Te1npe R.O,T.C.
unit band.
·
Music and pre-law are the main
interests for the twirler who has
enrolled here after two years at
,Arizona State,

PAUL SHODAL, Editor

Sherman Smith to Speak Cops Praise Students
Orderly Manners
At USCF Coke Session For
Sgt. Looney of the University
The first USCF coke session
will be held tomorrow at 4 p. m.
in the SUB chapel, Dr. Shern~an
Smith, director of student affmrs,
will be guest speaker.
These sessions will be held every
Friday afternoon to enable students to meet informally with
faculty members and di~c~ss .topics of interest, Everyone IS mVIted.

----~---

police force commented that the
students are better than eve~ before in obeying traffic regulatiOns.
He praised ther stud!Jnts UJ?On
their orderly map.ner m · leavmg
the football stands last Saturday
and mentioned that none of the
spectato1·s had crossed the play~
ing field.
Sgt. Looney stated that the
main difficulty lies with those few
students who persist in parking
in loading or faculty zones. The
zones have been •freshly painted
and can be plainly seen by all.
He wishes to remind students
that most accidents are caused by
backing from driveways, pulling
out of .parking zones, and opening
car doors,

ton Price and Manny Morales in
the backfield. '!'hey are up to the
task and with Dick Brett, Bob
Cooke, Herbie Hughes, Manny
Orosco, Marvin McSmith and others in reserve, the Sun Devils
shouldn't have the depth on the
Cherry and Silver. All the odds
favor the Sun Devils to win, but
we'1·e going against them and pick Grad Takes Pacific Post
New Mexico to win by, say, 20-14.
Our line should be the difference. ·, Educational Specialist Richard
Bouquets to the School Spirit Crider of Madrid has been employCommittee. They plan a send-off ed to teach the peoples of Microrally for the team in f1·ont of the nesia, it was announced today.
Administration Building tomor- Crider holds a master's degree
row morning at 7:45. It's not too from the University of New Mexmuch to ask you to show up. It ico,
will be the last mass cheering the
Thursday, September 28, 1950
Lobos will get until the Aggie
Page Four
game a week hence.

Newman
Name: Ray Newman
Position: End
Height: 6'
Weight: 185
Age: 21
Home town: Boise, Idaho
Doing yeoman service at the defensive end spot this yeal' will be
Ray Newman, a transfer student
from Boise (Idaho) Junior College.
Newman was a little all-American
in 1947 and is slated for lots of
action this fall by Coach Dudley
DeGroot and his staff. Boise J.C.
was among the top "little" teams
in the nation, having won its last
31 straight games.

PHOTOGRAPHY
by

Windom

2304 E. Central
Studio Portraits
Commercial
Camera Supplies
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Lobos Leave for Tempe Clash"

Foreign Students Study /-/ere
To Obtain-Our English Lingo
Eleven of the 17 students from music. He agrees that it 'is a
foreign countries who have en- little strange to become a coinrolled at UNM as g1·aduate stud- poser and then take formal music
ents are studing here under the training,
·allspices of the Institute of InterThe only other student in the
national Education, represent six group who has been to the United
different countries including Ger- States before is Guillermo Gomez
many, Japan, Mexico, Egypt, Aus- from Mexico City. He is a student
tria and Turkey.,
of economics and has been workTwo are married and have left ing in the National Bank of Fortheir wives behind for the year eign Trade in Mexico. Here he willi
they plan to study in this country. specialize in marketing in the ColThe women in the group are lege of Business Administration.
Last of the group and from the
Katherina von Kolleritz from Munich, Germany, and Amalia Car-. most remote country is Ali Gundos from Yucatan, Mexico. Kath- dez from Izmir. Turkey. He was a
arina studied art history at the mechanical engineering student in
University of Munich before com- Turkey, and will continue his
ing here. While a student at UNM . study here for a year. 1
she hopes to observe and study
Those who came by boat to New
Ame1·ican · art, people and lan- York were fit·st impressed by the
guage, and become a "dealer in the skyscrapers and the speed. In that
works of art" when she returns to respect they like the West better
Germany.
since it compa1·es·with their native
Miss Cardos is an anthropology lands. The whole group agrees
student and studied in Mexico City that Americans are very friendly
before coming here. Her h01ille is and kind.
in the Mexican state of Yucatan,
where she will do archaeological
research in the Mayan zone upon
her return.
Four of the men are also from
Germany, the latest arrivals being Jurgen Bernardo-Levi from
Hamburg, and Herbert Klawe
from Berlin.
Mr. Bemardo-Levi is studying
Rick Hershberger was elected
civil engineering and wants to do the first president of the men's
work in aerodynamics in Germany. . new dol,'llljto.ry yesterday, winning
Mr. Klawe is inaj6l'ing in educa- out over two other candidates and
cation, is studying the teaching netting 56 per cent of the total
methods of the United States, and vote cast.
will retum to his teaching job in
Ballots were turned in by 360
his native land,
men,
cent of the numbe1·
Also from Gcm1any are Kurt living 70inper
the dorm. Tabulating
Schlueter from Bielfeld, and Karl the
votes were Mrs. Maude Davis,
Hilgarth from Schnaittenbach in housemother,
and four procters.
Bavat•ia. Mr. Schleuter intends to
Hershberger's
election statestudy history, English, and Teutonics after his study here. Mr. ment: ''I sincerely thank all the
Hilgarth is a teacher and came men who yoted for me, and I will
to the United States to study do my best to promote the dorm's
American school syteins~nd edu- inte1·ests in every way I C!\n."
The victor ran on a nin~-point
cational methods. He. plans to
teach English in Germany.
platform in which he promised to
From the Russian zone in Aus- have milk and coffee served at
tria is Norbert Riedl, a former every meal, to install a pool table
student of folklore at the Uni- in the g_ame room, to erect a volversity of Vienna. At UNM he will leyball court by the dorm, to obmajor in anthropology.
tain more student help in the do1·~
The one Japanese is Yoshiro mitory, to procure a place to wash
Kuratani, a student of economics cars, to get a TV set that doesn't
from Osaka. He will teach eco- require money for operation, to
nomics when he returns to Japan. employ a dance teacher once a
Halim El-Dabh, a successful week for interested students, to
composer and concert pianist, is a obtain more drying space for
graduate in science from Cairo, clothes, and to get a safe place
Egypt, and came here to. study for students' guns.

Tearn Ends Practice
With Strict Secrecy
On Scheduled Plays

Bassoon Seclion ... ,

This is the bassoon section of Ancona, Jr., Anita SandiJVBLl,
the Albuque\que Civic Symphony ·ley Williams, and Joseph
orchestra. Left to right: ~Edward son.

Hershberger Elected Three Sl:udents to Play
Dorm's First Prexy For the Civic Symphony
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OMPARE CHESTERFIELD
WITH ANY OTHER. CIGARETTE!
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BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM
- ••• you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder,
because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.
AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM
••• you have no· unpleasant after-taste.
WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than
any other cigarette can give you- that's why millions of
smokers say: THEY SATISFY.
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The bassoon section of the Albuquerque Civic Symphony Orchestra represents -the. important
role University musicians play in
the make-up of the orchestra.
In this group a1·e Edward Ancona Jr., University graduate;
cona Jr., University graduate and
Anita Sandoval and Joseph Robinson, both University students.
· D1•. Hans Lange, visiting professor in the music department of
the University, has conducted
most of the major orchestras of
this country since the day, years
ago, when Arturo Toscanini asked
Lange to become assistant conductor of the New York Philharmonic.
In Chicago Lange was called "a
conductor· of great and sustained
achievement" when he was there,
first as conductor of the Ravinia
Park Concerts, then as assistant
conductor to Frederick A. Stock
of the Chicago Symphony.
Now living in New Mexico, Dr.
Lange, as conductor of the Albuquerque Civic Symphony, has
planned for this season a series
of five concerts during which will
be heard such guest artists as

Air Woves fan Finds Life Con Be Beautiful for Portio
By George Taylor
When a Girl Marries, she should
have been forewarned that We
Love and Learn. Need enlighten•
ing'l WelJ, Ladies Be Seated and
Lean Back and Listen:
Awakened by weird refrains of
the Spike Jones rendition of "Mule
Tl'ain" Wednesday morning, I
switched off the devastating emanation somewhere between the
dining 9ar and caboose.
After taking a second glance at
my Musical Clock, I grabbed a
feathel' and rushed down to my
Trading Post at the Santa Fe
station: I always get there early
and Welcome Travele1:s.
Greeting Perry Mason as he
stepped from the Super Chief, I
·struck up a conversation which
!!nded in my accompanying him to
the Inner Sanctum of the local jail.
Perry wanted to question Po1•tia
about .the charge of murder
against her.
Arriving at t~e Jail, we .encountered Detectl'/e Ralph Firestone, aasistant to Duz Gibson,
who is chief of the homicide bul'eau •. One arm resting on a gigantic . box, of Tide, Ralph was
lamenting his superi()r's action in
refusing to allow him a part. in
this Dangerous Assignment. He
said that Duz Does Everything

Claudio Arrau, pianist, George
Fenley, violinist, and Lois Cox,
soprano...
The first concert will be presented Thursday in Carlisle Gymnasium. A special offer has been
made to University students by the
Civic Symphony board-season
tickets at the student rate of $2.40
for all five concerts. This. offer
holds good only until Thursday,
however. After that regular adult
rates of $1.80 per concert will be
in effect. The special student season tickets may be purchased at
the Music Building or the Student
Affairs office.

NOTICE
The Student Spirit committee
will meet at 5 p.m. today in the
student council office in the
SUB. All organizations wanting
to be represented on the corn•
mittee are requested to send a
representative at that time.

Coach Dudley DeGroot and 35
Lob0 players were scheduled to
leave by bus eal'ly this morning
for Tempe, Arizona, fo1· Saturday
night's clash with the Arizona
State Sun Devils.
In general, the Lobos should be
in good shape for the important
Border Conference tilt. John Watson, fullback, is still out and Jim
Keenan has an injured hand, but
othetwise the squad appears to be
in good condition.
The W olfpack has been working:
hard this week preparing to stop
the high-class Tempe offense and
make a few scores of their own.
The "T" formation-minded Sun
Devils like to use flankers, especially Wilford "Whizzer" White,
to draw the opponent's defense to
one side and then strike back on
the opposite side of the line. They
are not beydnd throwing a. deep
pass to this Inan acting as a side
attraction in case the defense gets
a little lax.
The Lobo mentors are being as
silent as Grant's Tomb as to what
they will throw at Tempe. They
have said l'epeatedly that the
Lobos will need at least three
touchdowns to win. Whether they
have improved their passing and
kicking enough since last Saturday to go with a potent ground
game to get three or more touchdowns is the big issue. Pass defense, a sore .spot on the hill for
some time, will probably get an
acid test Saturday night. Many
believe the New Mexico line can
control Mr. White and his boys if
the pass defense holds up.
No definite starting line-up has
been announced, but it -is expected
to be the same as started the Flagstaff game. This included Roger
Cox and Chuck Hill at the halfback spots, Manny Morale's at fullback and Milton Price at quarterback. The line had Capt. Wilson
Knapp and Bill Pegue at the ends,
Carl Swan and To:py Bernitsky at
tackle posts, and Gerry Lovett and
Ken Kostenbader at guards. Don
Mulkey will probably get the
starting nod at center.
Several hundred students and
other fans are expecting to take
in the Lobos' second conference
game.

t_\

ROTC Enrollment Welcoming Rally
Reaches New Peak Planned for Lobos
UNM's NROTC unit has the

largest enrollment this semester
and would never listen to the sorts of defa1nations. I 1•etorted since World War II, Captain AlVoice of Fil'estone.
that I had a Right to :S:appiness.
A guard led us to a cell where Sh1·ugging my shoulders, I went fred M. Granum, professor of
naval science here, announced.
Portia sat, bravely attempting to into the kitchen.
maintain composure by counting
"Things remained so silent that
The quota o£ new enrollments
soapchips and singing the Super I decided to see what Bill was do- assigned by the Navy to UNM :for
Suds war chant in her native ing. I entered ~he bedroom on tip- the 1950-51 year was 36 regular
southetn drawl. Despite her ef- toe. I found h1m crouched on his students and 40 contract students.
forts, we could tell by the Lipton haunches - trying to Break the Regular students were assigned
bags under her eyes that she had Bank. I realized my fear-he was
spent a sleepless night. Prodded going to steal IllY Rinso boxtops after· nationwide selection tests.
by my friend Perry, she related and flee with The Second Mrs. Contract students enrolled this sethe following which she called, Burton. It was then I stabbed him mester were selected locally from
"My True Sto1·y11 :
with the 1847 Rogers knife that I among 75 applications by competi"Aftel' my husband, Just Plain got by saving coupons.
"When the police arrived, I was tive tests conducted by the Navy
Bill, left for the office yesterday
·
motning, I phoned My Fl'iend standing over Bill's dead body, the staff here.
Contract students have an opIrma and aslted .her to meet me knife in my hand. They brought
at the •Breakfast Club, I didn't me to jail and boolted me on sus- . portunity to compete for regular
reveal to her forthright about IllY picion of murder. Early this morn- status if they wish, and their exhusband's Backstage Wife. In· ing they told me that the Pills• perience in the NROTC unit imstead, we talked about the latest bury Flour stains on the knife proves their prospects· of winning
Romance of Helen Trent. Finally, matched my 'fingerprints:-that I appointments.
The Inidshipman battalion now
I broke down and told her of the was on the Road of Life."
love lettet•s I :found in Bill's pocket. , . While Portia was talking, Front has a total enrollment .of 190 stud"Natta•ally, it took quite a while Page Fan·ell was gathering notes ents which includes 131 regulars
to reveal the sordid implications and the Crime Photographer was and 59 conttact students.
of the letters. In the meantima, busy snapping bulbs all over the
Bill returned to find that I hadn't place. On our way out, we bumped
warmed his Campbell's Tomato into Young Widde1· Brown who
WEATHER
Soup. He phoned Stella Dallas to had rushed over to offer her confind out if I was at her house. Of dolences. Eff01·ts to locate The
coutse I wasn't! By this time I Second Mrs. Burton have proved
Fair today and tomorrow, with
was at the Supper Club,
futile thus :far.
"When I arrived home, 'he added
Oh,well! Life Can Be Beautiful, moderate winds this afternoon.
High today 85, low tonight 42.
insult ,to injury by shouting all 1 read in a radio collllnn.

Sunday , afternoon a welcomeGoldst!lin 'said that he would athome rally is planned :for the Lobos returning from the Tempe
game. This will be one of a series
o:f events organized by the .new
School Spirit committee.
Committee Chairman Jimmie
tend the ga1ne and wire UNM en
toute . back. On. receiving word
from Goldstein of the whereabouts
of the team's bus, the bell in the
Ad building loft will be rung to
summon students to the lawn in
:front of the building.
. Then a car parade will be
formed with a possible police . es·
cort to meet the team at the city's
outskirts and accompany it to the
caml?us. Goldstein. said he plans
to give two hours notice of the
team's at·rival, although a definite
time cannot be sched11.led until
then.
"A lot depends on thiil game,"
Paul Robarts, committee publicity
director, said. ''Coach DeGroot
wants to feel that for this tough
second game he has the school behind him no matter how it turns
out."
Goldstein requested that students bring cars to the welcome•
home event, so that the parade can
be as large as possible.
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The Lobo football team which so decisively defeated Flagstaff last Saturday night here, is scheduled to travel by bus
to Tempe for the next game Saturday.
It's a long trip to Tempe, especially by bus. Much money
is being spent by the University's athletic department this
year in new coaching personnel, the object being to lift the
Lobo team from a defeatist complex to, at least a once-in-awhile winner.
The plan is for the team to leave here by bus Friday
morning. It ·is a tiresome trip and the team might not then
arrive at Tempe in time for a workout Friday afternoon.
Tempe will be one of the strongest teams the Lobos will
play. It is a very important game to win.
Air travel would cost some more but would enable the
team to arrive in Tempe fresh and ready for a vigorous
battle.
University officials should not forget the horrible experiences of the Lobo team several years ago when a bus took
the team to Salt Lake to play Utah. A worn-out and weary
New Mexico team wa.s annihilated by Utah under a top-heavy
score.
Penny-pinching on transportation costs isn't going to help
Coach DeGroot develop a football team that will be a credit
to the institution.
-Albuquerque Journal
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SWEPT FROM UNDER THE DESK

I

MEN IN THE NEW DORM yesterday elected Rick Hershberger as their first president. We offer the winner our congratulations along with one suggestion: Something ought
to be done about selecting a permanent name for the new
dorm soon, if for no other reason than that we on the Daily
Lobo have never been able to figure out whether we should
-call it "the new men's dorm" or "the men's new dorm."
ANOTHER STATE FAIR is afmost over and we still
haven't been able to deduce a way to come out in the winners'
column. If others' ponies have been running the way ours
have, they should be as glad as we are that the annual celebration is nearly at an end.
LOBO FOOTBALLERS went to Tempe today for what
promises to be a real contest compared to last week's fiasco
with Flagstaff. Most of the dope sheets have given the Sun
Devils a six-point edge, adding that it could be a lot closer.
We hope the boys make liars out of the people who compile
those little sheets-we know they have what it takes to do it.
A WELCOME HOME RALLY for the players has been
set for around 6 p. m. Sunday under the guidance of the recently organized School Spirit committee. This group has
done a fine job during its few days of existence, and we hope
the students get behind them and the team by turning out in
good numbers to greet the returning DeGrootmen-whether
they win or lose.
CAMPUS POLITICS have again come to the fore with
the announcement of candidates :for the Oct. 16 class officer
elections. Here's hoping we have clean campaigns this time,
and that the student politicos don't get too bitter with the
world before it's all over.
wvd
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If the Student Spirit committee expects to live up to its
name, it should look into this business of putting "O's" and
"U's" on activity tickets.
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Every time a B-36 flies over the Journalism building, vibrations make the cracks wider in the office walls. Fasteeth
can hold China Clippers up. Would it help in this case?
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•One letter simplylsLONGFELLOW
stands for another. In this exan· ,Jie A

Is used
'fOr the three L's, X for the two O's, etc. Single letters, apos·
trophies,. the length and formation of the words are all hints.
Each
..
,, day the code letters are different.

A
DF

TF

BTHSOB
D 1X
!

,_.

TI H

Ctyp~ogram

TBAVXOFH
EO~~

HK

P 0

Quotation
D

PVH

TZBTUL
DF

P 0 TH0 F

~

POADF

HSO

OFR

P 0 F F 0 H H,

Yesterday's Cryptoguote: . IF WE WOULD RIGHTLY SCAN,,
. lT'S NOT THE TIMES ARE BAD, BUT MAN-BEAUMONT.
:DJ•trlbtat•4 W Kine Feature~ &yndlc&te
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,.___ by The Third Man _ __,
SHRIEKS IN THE NIGHT. At
that amazing football game last
Saturday night, shouts not inspired by the cheerleaders sailed
out over channel four, or was it
six? Impromptu comments as the
Lobo score piled up: "I can't believe it," "Yea, Berl Huffman.'?
"Hubba, hubba, hubba.'' (I had
thought that was dead.) ''Let 'em
score just once.'' "No, we're letting them throw the ball, that's
enough, We don't need to let 'em
catch it.'' "Remember the Alamo.''
''Get your victory hot dogs here.''
1'Why don't they get Army down
here while we're scoring like
this?" The cheerleaders might
work on a yell with ' 1Root-de-toot
for Dud DeGroot" in it. I was glad
to see the Society of American Engineers had such an attractive,
ingeniou10 burning-rope trick at
the game.
STEW BAD, GIRLS? A highly
unreliable source was credited
with the story that unpalatable
stew was served at one of the sorority houses. "Stew! That was
our downfall," reported the h.u.s.
"We staggered away from the
table and faked a few faints. The
house mother wasn't impressed.
Some other girls stumbled and
fell on the floor, plainly weak from
hunger.. The house mother still
wasn't impressed."
BOARD BULL. Notices posted
on the SUB bulletin boards often
draw marginal notes from passersby. Elliott's "Wanted, baby
carriage in good condition; will
pay reasonable price" took on a
different meaning after somebody
crossed out "carriage.'' So did the
sign advertising a "Rush party"
when a ···a" was placed in front
of "Rush.'' A.n ad signed by Dr.
Ralph D. Norman, Psych Dept.,
remained unchanged,j but gave the
impression that he !.ad thrown a .
.lot of dirt on his car. It said, "For
Sale, my :J-948 Ford. I am the original owner and have personally
given this auto much acre.'' An
apartment for rent sign gave a
location "across the river.'' Someone added, "If you rent this you'll
be up the creek.''
FAIR ENOUGH. Best county
exhibit at the state fair is Taos
County's slab of pine with tree
rings linked .to historical events.
A Greyhound poster says a roundtrip ticket from Boston to New
York saves 80 cents. You lucky
bus riders you. Professor rapping
on· desk at opening class, "Order.''
Class: "Beer.'' Patricia Yenney
has a. unique name: Yenney
spelled backward is Yimney. J. R.
says that as a result of the Miami
"case of the silver-filled falsies".
telephone company robbery, an
Eastern manufacturer is rumored
to be starting production of a bra
with compartments-to hold lip-
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JOB-PORTUNITIES

Several Jobs. a1•e now available
th1·ough the University General
Placement Bureau. 1\-Ir. Siegler, director of the bureau, stated that
Western Union needs seve1·al men
to deliver· telegrams. The reCJ,uirements for this job are either a
motor scooter or a power bike.
Cars are not acceptable. There is
an ho:ul'ly pay wage and a vehicle
allowance.
Several insurance salesmen are
needed for part time work on a
commission basis. There are also
some jobs available working for
room and board.
Mr. Siegler is urging those who
stick and stuff, of course. Someone
told me that Jane Russell entered
one of the racing events at the fair
and won by a - er - ah - nose.
Some freshmen got real reckless
the other night and took in a striptease act at a South First Street
bistro. One of the lads, braver
than brave, plucked a feather (a
feather!) as a memento and took
it home with him and slept with it
next to his heart.
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"Well, guess we may as well get l'eady-here's Professor Snarf
with the Physics tests."
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plan to graduate in February to
make a pe1·manent application to
the bureau concerning their pualifications. A mimeographed information sheet concerning these
graduates will be made up. For
one dollar a lithographed picture
will be placed on the sheet.

University Program
FRIDAY-Lecture by Dr. E. Stanley Jones, at 8 p. m., in room
8, Y1.
SATURDAY-Pharmacy Fall Picnic, 1 to 6 p. m. at Doc Long's
place.
Baptist Student Union open
house, 7 to 11 p. m. at the Baptist Student Union.
Football game-University of
New Mexico vs. Arizona State,
8 p. m. at Tempe.
SUNDAY-Services in churches
throughout the city.
MONDAY-Baptist Student Un~
ion M<p·ning Watch 7:30 to 7:50
a. m. at the Baptist Student
Center.
Lobo Christian Fellowship Daily
Prayer meeting, in room 253, Ad
Bldg.
Baptist Student Union Daily
Devotional Service, 12:30 to
12:50 p. m. at the Baptist Student Center.
USCF Noonday Chapel Service,
12:30 to 12:50 p.m. in the Student Union Chapel Room.
Spurs meeting, 5 p. m., room 1,
Bldg. Yl.
Lambda Chi Alpha active meeting at Chapter House. Pledge
meeting 7 p. m. at the Chapter
House.
Pi Kappa Tau active meeting1 7
p, m. m l'oom 11, I. A. A. Blag.
Pledge meeting, 7 p.m. in room
12, 1. A. A. Bldg.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon active
meeting, 7 p. m. in room 8, Yl;
pledge meeting 7 p. m. in t·oom
9, Yl.
Alpha Epsilon Pi active meeting
7:30 p. m. at the Chapter House.
Pledge meeting 8 p. m. at the
Chapter House,
Phi Delta Theta active meeting,
7:30 p. m. at the chapte1· house.
Phrateres active meeting, 7:30
p.m. at the Student Union basement lounge. Pledge meeting, 7
p. m. in the Student Union basement lounge.
Tau KapP,a Colony meeting,
7:30p.m. m the Student Union
south lounge. Pledge meeting,
7:30 in the Student Union north
lounge.
' 'l'ownsmen meeting, 7:30 p. m,
in toom 13, Bldg. B·4.
Nu Sigma active and pledge
meeting, 7 p. m. at 1345 N.
Vassnr.

NOTICE
Men going through fraternity
rtish must pick u1• their bids for
pledging tomorrow at 10:30 a •
m. in the Dean of Men's office,
the IFC announced today.

,BY John llubbl>
When I was very young, and
used to listen to "Casey, Crime
Photog," and "Big Steve Wilson
of the Illustrated Press," I had
the weird and. wonderful impression that the life of the newswriter
was one of convenience and ease.
No matter who the reporter was
looking for, he was always at
home, or at his office, Ol' wherever .
he was expected to be.
·
I'm finding now, to my sorrow,
that the prospective headline figure is not always where I'm supposed to find him; in fact, he's
never where I expect to find him.
Usually his office is devoid of all
living matter, out sometimes he
leaves one of his slaves behind to
tell his news-starving !pursuers
that he's in Korea, or at the State
Fair.
So I tell myself, "I'll phone him
tonight and get the whole story
with no chasing about." But alas
and alack, he doesn't haye a phone.
Wl1atthehell, whatthehell.
Go ahead, Wilson of the Big
Town Tabloid • . , find a dozen
people every Wednesday night
in your chase-down of crime.
But never more will I believe that
they don't know you're coming.
Your script (no one can tell me
differently) is p1•epared and rehearsed!

The Wo_rd
By Marge Helper
Have You Got The Word Yet7

pus organizations represented.
"But this is by no means the complete list," Chairman Jimmie Goldstein said yesterday.
"We're especially interested in
getting independent organizations
into the fold," he added.
The group grew out of a suggestion by Coach Dudtey DeGroot,
who worked with such committees
during his years of West Coast
coaching. Its purpose at presen,t
is to plan pep rallies and team
send-offs and welcome homes. But
it plans to continue to boost school
spirit all year long, Goldstein
pointed out.
The committee's next program
following this morning's team
send-off, is the welcoming home of
the W olfpack, win or lose, Sunday
afternoon.
The following organizations and
their representatives make up the
list which answered Goldstein's
plea for membership:
Anthro club, Lee Langan Jr.;
Vigilantes and AFROTC, Ken
Hansen; Pi Beta Phi, Emily Bradbury; Kappa Kappa Gamma, Jean
Troxel; Spurs, Barbara Goss;
Bandelier Hall, Marty Beverstock;
A.Ipha .Delta Pi, Sandra Brown;
Chi Omega, Moira Burk; Hokona,
Dana Bodie.
Band, Jim Benner and John
Large; men's dorm, Robert Greer;
Sigma Phi· Epsilon, Chico Castillo; Sigma Alpha Epsilon, Bruce
Pieters; Sigma Chi, Paul Robarts;
Kappa Alpha Theta, Jay Pettitt;
Delta Delta Delta, Majil Fritz;
Alpha Chi Omega, Eleanor Gaynor; Phi Delt~ Theta, Ron Norman.
All seven cheerleaders are members.

The team is on the way to
Tempe now-I sure hope that as
you read this your conscience will
say that they left with your. full
support.
Paul Meunch is back on campus
doing graduate work. He graduatGeology students are digging
ed in 1949.
out their picks and hammers in
I stated that some couples had preparation for this semester's
broken up--some say they haven't first trip to the Sandias, on Sun-they haven't said a thing. I plead day.
not guilty.
Ernie Szabo, director of field
Barbara Buck has announced trips, said the project is planned
her marriage to Bill Hayes. They to introduce new students and to
were married September 6.
remind the old on!ls of the strucIf this weather keeps up, I am ture and stratification of the Sanoff for the mountains. All in favor dia mountains.
join me.
Students desiring to make the
Do you juggle? Can you jug- trip are asked to sign up in Rooms
gle? Will you juggle? Rodey 202 or 206 of the Ad Building as
needs a juggler very badly for one rides will be given only to those
of its future productions. See me. who have signed up.
g1'oUp will meet in front of
The library certainly has been theThe
Ad
at 7:30 a. m.,
empty these last few nights. Rush Sunday. Building,
must bring his
Everyone
week, I guess.
_ own ltinch and water,
plus a hamIt's time to start looking around mer. Optional equipment includes
for future leaders on campus. a Brunton compass, field book, and
F1·om all appearances there are earner~~;~
millions.
...:,_--~--Put the Lobos in the Sun Bowl.
It's fish pond time for many
frate111ity men. Don't catch coldl
Walter Keller has returned to
the campus, after studying. J:'vo
years at Harvard and recetvxng
his Ph. D. He is a piano instructor
here.
Dr. Hans Lange, conductor of
the Albuquerque Civic Symphony,
is teaching violin in the music department. He is replacing Km·t
Fredrick, who is on sabbatical
leave.
Frances Snelson, Alpha Chi
Omega, is currently skating in the
chorus line of the Ice Revue at the
ice arena. Her fathcl' owns the
place.

Geology Students
To Make Field Trip

By George W. Fenley
An Albuquerque visitor, Grace
Noll Crowell says that if she is
ever typed in the literary world,
she would like to be !mown as a
lyric and religious poet who has
helped her fellow man.
Mrs. Crowell, Texas poet laureate from 1935 to 1938, and prolific
producer of volumes of ver,se since
19251 says she sees no reason to
stop writing just because· she is
in her seventies.
:~!'our new books, two for the
. Augsburg Pre.ss, one for Harper's
and one for the Abingdon-Cokesbury Publishing Company are in
the process of appearing. They
are Apples of Gold, A Child
Kneels to Pray, Little Boy Down
the Lane, and The Glory Way.
Many honors have come Mrs.
Crowell's way since she first started writing poems in 1906. Baylor
University conferred an honorary
Literary Doctorate on her and in
1938 she was chosen as one of the
ten outstanding women as well as
the American Mother the same
year by the Golden Rule Foundation.
But above all these honors, Mrs.
Crowell prefers the thousands of
letters .she has received from ordinary individuals from all parts
of the globe. A letter from Australia, the writer of which supposed
she was a resident of Engla-qd, offered to send her a food package.
After reading her poem, Prayer
for Courage, a southwest Indian,
Prince Black Thunder wrote "This
is the first thing that has melted
the frost on the hinges of my heart
and let me weep since my J;I!Other
died.''
Early in her career, Mrs. Crowell found the correspondence about
indivi9ual poems too great to
handle by the letter route. Over
1,000,000 copies of sepa1·ate poems,
each on a card, have been printed
and mailed out, sometimes as
many as 20,000 to one person or
some firm.
One criminal, due to be executed
the next week, mailed in 10 cents
for four copies of her favorite
poem, "Wait.''
The poem had come from the
depths of her soul after six
months of a serious illness. The
last part reads :
"For I have waited through
the dark, and 1
Have seen a star rise in the
blackest sky
Repeatedly-it has not failed
me yet.
And I have learned God never
will forget
To light his lamp. If we but
wait for it,
It will be lit.''
The 1·earing of three boys, Dean,
Reid, and Dr. Norton Bar Crowell, the latter assistant professor
of English at the University, has
never interferred with her production of verse. Indeed, she says,
her children have been the inspiration for some of her best works
as she would read to them while
they toddled about her knees.
Her poetic genius has likewise
borne fruit in her children. Dr.
Crowell at the University has been
notified that his short story, Cave

Lobo Drive In

Parking violations in the last
few days have kept the University
police busy. Thirty tickets have
been passed out for parking • in
yellow zones, loading zones, and
driveways.
Police said almost half of these
were for loading zone parking.
Several tickats were given to
drivers who did not stop for pedestrians at crosswalks.

1

Faculty Wives to Meet
A tea in honor of the faculty
wives and women will be held
Wednesday, October 4, from three
to five at the Dorm D recreation
hall T-20. The Deans' wives are
the hostesses fo1· the affair and
Mrs. Roy Bowers is chairman.

Welcome
Students!
Attend Albuquerque's
Liberal Religious

UNITARIAN
FELLOWSHIP
(Brodway & Tijeras)

•Ma.do of "EJ.rltoy" metal •. Patent pandinc

2314 E. Central

outstanding p1ain•

toe oxford.

12.95 up
Others
10.95

2900 E. Central

• Mr. 5 by 5
5 in. Hamburger with
Gobs of Fries in a Bas·

, ket.

55c

•. Pup & Mug
Foot long Hot Dog and
a Mug of Root Beer.

30c

Bonded Member
Telegraph Delivery Service
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YOUTH CENTER

molds it in this

Invitations . • . Decorations

II

7:30 P.M.

Our experts will tell you honestly if it needs cleaning,
oiling. Fair prices for repairs expertly made , • • ilnd
guaranteed.
ELGIN OWNERS: Now, for most Elgin models, you can
get the DuraPower Mainspring*- guaranteed never to·
hreak in service.
"

Phone 3-2446

i'

Sunday

admire superlative leather
and the brilliant way Freeman

Complete party service • • •
• •

Police Give 30 Tickets
For Parking Violations

The NAACP will have a business meeting to .elect officers Tues.
day evening at 8 in Yl-8. Old and
new members are asked to bring
dues.
Those whose pictures were in
the Mirage group picture last year
should bring money to cover the
charge. All students are invited to
attend.

a popular style with men who

Let us have them BEFORE that dance
So you w~n't have them AFTERWARD.
Flowers •

Canem, has been chosen as one of
the "distinctive" works for 1950
in Martha Foley's edition of the
year's best short stories.
Reid Crowell, who is visiting
this week with Mr. ana Mrs. Norman H. Crowell in the home of Dr.
Norton Crowell in Albuquerque, is
also the author of a recent volume
of verse,
Entitled "The Old Intensities,"
the book has one poem on the plaza
in Old Albuquerque.
Mr. Norman Crowell, father of
the three boys, says he used to
w1•ite-before he married Grace
Noll in 1901. He sold some 300
stories to sports magazines and
was for years official critic for the
Poetic Society of Texas. "But,"
he added with a sly grin, "a literary wife and two writer sons are
enough for one family.''
In .the meantime, the boys are
continuing their regular work and
literary productivity and the well
of inspiration in Grace Noll Crowell never seems to dry up.
Incidentally, she has made a
handsome living out of it along
with all the fun of doing it,

Officers to Be Elected
At NCAAP Meet Oct. 3

Plain and Polished . ••

Headaches? ?

Try the. Specials ·
at the

Friday, Septe.:Uber ·29, 1.95\l
Page Three

U Prof's Mother Is Top Poet

I I

Journalist Opens Spirit Committee
Eyes to Big Cruel To Plan Pep Rallies
U N M'l!i newly-formed School
World of Reality Spirit
committee now has 19 cam-

~

~
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MARGE HELPER, Editor

ACROSS .
DOWN
20. Lists of
1. Metal tag
1. A rebelllous
political
6. Old measure
aon of David
candidates
2. A color
23. Marshy
of length
9. Rub away
3. Youth
meadow
25. Diocesan
10. Ditch about 4. Man's
a c.astle
nickname
center
12. Employed
5. Mo!Ufy
27. Stir up
13. Belonging
6. Type
29. Showy
to :me
measure
flowers
15. Egg!I
7. See
30. Purloined
Yelterilay'a Anawer
8. Washed
32. Give a
(Bioi.)
16. Merry
9. Boring tools
sermon
17. Presiding 11. Edible
34. Dull pain
44.Eas~by
35. Flock
northeast
officer
rootstock
(abbr.)
19. Any power- 14. Independent 37. Guido's low46. Musio
Arab
est note
ful deity
note
20. Appears
kingdom
40. Pitcher
48. Symbol usca
21. Note of
17, Southeast ~ with a lid
in Lloyd's
scale
(abbr.)
U. Fortified
Register
22. Wad ot
18. Poplars
city (Rum.) ·
paper money
(slang)
16 17 18
II lz. 13 14 15
24. '!'willed
~
fabrics
!10
111
1'1
26.Bedaub
~
28. Requires
112
115
I'~ IK31. On top
33,Tidy
pc.
118
117
34. Public
notice
IZO
121
1''1
36, Southeast
~
wind
l;tq.
125
IZ3
38. Exclamation IZZ
~~
39. Oll··burning
!28
Z7
i2'1 30
17.0
light fixture
41. Entire
'31
33
132
amount
~
42.Inwhat
;g&
34- 135
rso
!37
manner
~
43. Water
qo
'!/'1
:41
god
44. American
45
!4Z
!ndian
~ 44
45.Always
!4!:>
47.Partof
140
147 148
Palestine
49, Before
150
14'1
50. Pays
attention
q-2,1

~
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AEPi Elects Wechsler
To Presidential Office ·

Ex-Students Make
Alpha Epsilon Pi officers were . Good in s·ociology
!Jlected Monday J!ight at a meet-

DAILY LOBO
!(

Sports Wheel
~--ByPAULSHODAL---J

SPORTS

Last week's score: 13 l'ight, one
wrong (darn, those Mustangs),
PAUL SIIODAL, Editor
With a horseshoe in our hip
pocket, a good supply of wood to
knock on and gazing over a four
leaf clove1·, we close our eyes and
pick:
·
·
· New Mexico over Arizona State
(Tempe). We go against the grain
on this one, We don't believe the
performance ~;~gainst Flagstaff
was luck.
Utah over Arizona. A close one,
Fans at the Lobo-Tempe game
but Arizona seems to be a year Saturday night will, barring un- he played on the varsity basketball ·
team, won the broadjump, and ran
away.
fores~en ob.stacles, see a boy i:ri . on the winning mile relay team in
Howard Payne and New Mexico the hvery of the Sun Devils who the 1950 Border Conference track
Aggies. Take your pick. We'll take
meet.
Howard Payne.
In June, he finished fifth in the
West Texas State over McMurN~tional Decathlon Championry. Should be terrific, Indians walships at Tulare, Calif., in his first
loped the Buffs last year. Buffs to
try.
edge them this year, in spite of
The "Whizzer" is definitely sudBrad Rowland, little all-American~
?en
death on the hoof, and is beTexas A and M over Texas
mg boomed for All-American honTech. Another good game. The Ag.
ors this year. He was . an honorgie~ a~e o!l their way up, but the
able mention on the United Press
Ra1ders Will fight them good in an
list last year.
effort to gain support for Southwest Conference entry.
Student Rides to Tempe
Texas Western over Loyola,
Close, but Western is getting tired
Can Still Be Obtained
of people saying they are washed
up.
Students wishing to attend the
f~otball game at Tempe Saturday
.Texas over Purdue. Longhorn
will have to arrange their own
tr1ckery and Ben 1 Tomkins too
·
tranSJilOrtation. Berle Hoffman, dimuch for Boilermakers.
rector of the Athletic Association
SMU over Ohio State, We will
said that no bus had been char~
see how really tough the Big Ten
tered as yet.
is. There is good argument for
both sides.
He said that 27 to 30 people
would have to pay $9 each for
Also:
round trip transportation, and
TCU over Oklahoma A & M
only 1.5 have expressed a wish to
Tennessee over Miss. State
do so.
Michigan over Mich. State
Whizzer
White
'
Private individuals are carrying
Rice over Santa Clara
a few students at $5.00 to $10.00
Southern Calif. over Iowa
is probably one of the best backs for the trip. Information cqncernever to play in the Border Con- in.g these.rides can be gotten from
ference.
B1ll Hall m the Alumni office.
Wilford "Whizzer" White, per.Women interested in making the
haps the best all-around athlete in tr1I! must have the approval of
Tempe history, is the person of their house mothers, proper chapby
~hom we speak. ~n addition to be- ~rons, and approv~d lodging while
mg named to the All-Border Con- m Tempe, accordmg to Dean of
Connie Alexander
ference football team last season
Women Lena L. Clauve.

mg held at the .AEPi :f;ratel"U~ty
house.
New officers are Master, Joe·
Wechsler; Lt. Master, -AI Mogull •
Scribe, Herb Seligman; Excheq~
uer,. Art Bernstein; Sentinel, Al
Do&'m; House Manager, Ben Imersh~m; Pledge Master, Mel Bernstem.

._

Zip and Dash ...

Whizzer White Looms As All-American·
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You'll Find Your Friends at
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Price
Name: Milton Price
Weight: 182
Height: 5' 11
Age: 21
Home Town: Borger, Tex.
A one year letterman, this lad
from the Texas Panhandle is ex~ected to account for a large por¥on of the Lobo football fortunes
m '50.
He played four years of high
school ball under Coach "Tricky"
Ward. Milt is a fine pass chucker
and ~ hard runner. He is married
aJ!d. 1s a. senior in Business Admlmstratlon,
A good all-around athlete, the
personable young Price was on the
U;N~ track team last spring. His
Wife 1s the former Betty Coffer.

J. Paul Sheedy* Switched to Wildroot Cream-Oil
Because He Flunked The Finger-Nail Test

Drugmen to Picnic:·
Expect 200 Guests
I

j.;

f''

}·

Ed Sobol, president of the UNM
student branch of the American
Pharmaceutical Association has
slated a picnic for all pha;macy
students. The event will take place
tomorrow at Doc Long's Stable
from1-6 p.m.
The purpose is to welcome
freshmen phl!-rmacy students, and
a "get acquamted" affair. This is
the first o'£ an annual picnic to be
held every fall. Students and their
guests, and faculty members are
invited. A crowd of 200 is expected.
:nefreshments include hot dogs
and soda. Softball and horseback
riding are also on the agenda. The
professional association is open to
all students enrolled in the College
of Pharmacy. Dr. Roy A. Bowers
dean of the college, is national
vice-presidell't of the A.P.A.

IM Swim Deadline Nears.
_IntramU1•al managers are rem!n4ed tha~ the· deadline for submittmg their entries for the intra•
mural swimming meet is Monday
at 5 p, m. P1·elims are set for
Th,ursday. Health slips a1·e reqmred for all participants.
The shortest, saddest story in
the world : Sister mister • · o

and everybody looked down on hitn the minute they spotted
his messy hair, Poor Paul was gonna .zoo somebody until he
herd about Wildroot Cream-Oil Now, he'S head and shoulders
above every guy at school I Non-alcoholic Wlldroot with Lanolin keeps hab:' neat and well·groomed all day long, Relieves
annoying dryness, removes loose, ugly dandruff.. So don't overlook Wildroot Cream-Oil hair tonic. Necks time you visit the
nearest drug or toilet goods counter, get a bottle or tube of
Wildroot. And giraffe your barber for professional applications.
l<'or a generous trial supply, free, send this ad with your name
and address to Dept, DC, Wildroot Co., Inc,, Buffalo 11, N. y,

Wildtoot Compa~y, lnc., Buffalo 11, N. 'f,
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Two sociology graduates report
they are doing well in graduate
WOJ,'k and jobs.
·
·
Frank C. Moore has just been
appointed as Assistant Professor
of Sociology at Texas Tech in
Lubbock, Tex. He was a graduate
studeJ!t in the sociology · department m '46 and '4/7, and received
his Master's degree at UNM
After his work he~·e he went to th~
University of Texas and continued
~is st:udies for a Doctor's degree
In SOCIOlogy,
Jaclt H. Curtis, another former
graduate student in the sociology
departmel).t, '48-'49, writes that he
has been working for his Doctor's
degree at Stanford University,
and in addition, has become the
:f;athl)r of a baby girl, the Curtis'
osecond child.
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C. VWicker to Assist
With Rhodes Awards
G

C. V. Wicker, professor of English, has been appointed UNM
representative for the 1950 Rhodes
scholarships. The scholarships,
awarded annually, provide !.500 a
year for each of the eight wimiers
from the United States for two Ol'
more years'lstudy at Oxford.
Winners of the scholarships will
start their study at Oxford in the

anything to buy, swap, or
rent? ·

Need
a ride over vacations?

Lose or Find
anything of importance?
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or ... the soft collar that

won't wrinkle ... ever
No lining .•. no fused layers to wrirtkle and
buckle. Stays neat all 24 hours of the day.
Can't·he-copied fold line always folds right. In
regular or wide-spread collar. $3.95, $4.95.
A new shirt free if your Van Heusen shrinks
out of size.
.,

More than 500 UNM students
are remaining in college with the
aid of. part-time jobs · received
through the University Placement
Bureau and the office of the dean
of women.
So far this semester more than
100 men have received part-time
jobs in town and 300 have jobs on
the campus, Russell K. Sigler, director of •tqe Placement Bureau,
.said. Betty Braham, assistant
dean of women, handles placement
of women. She said pf 200 women
applicants, 100 have received worl~;.
. Jobs for women range from secretarial work and baby-sitting to
laboratory technicians and selling
Western ties at the State Fair.
Men's jobs incluqe yard work,
drafting, accounting, ambulance
driving, delivery work, and babysitting.
The Placement Bureau sent letters to all business establishments
listed in the yellow section of the
telephone directory before the semester started, asking them to call
if they wanted students for parttime work. As a result, the Bureau
has received an average of five
offers a day since the stat·t of the
term.
The most frequent call is for
service station attendants, and the
most unusual has been for two
men to care for animals at an animal hospital.
An art major got a job doing
display work for a drug store, and
a business administration student
took a position as manager of the
same establishment. One student
was sought to make false teeth
for a local dentist.
Jobs delivering telegrams for
Western Union have not been.
filled, because one of the qualifications is that the applicant own a
motorscooter or a motorbike.
There have been several calls
fol' male secretaries and many
calls for engineers, but 250 applicants are still waiting for jobs,
Sigler said.

I

Foreign Students Get Together . •

By Bill Wade
·
President Tom J;.,'. PopejQy
turned down a proposal that stud.
ents above freshman standing be
allowed to live on the campus
without purchasing meal tickets.
The Student Council made the
proposal Sept. 20 with the argument that students should not be
forced to eat at any one place if
they have the money to eat elsewhere .
President Popejoy gave the suggestion to a committee made up of
Dr. She1·man E. Smith, director of
student affairs, Dean of Men Howard V. Mathany, Lena C. Clauve,
dean of women, and Dr. J ..E. J.
Harris, University physician.
The committee's report, made
by Dr. Smith, formed a large part
of the president's letter to the
council.
"When the University undertakes to feed and house students
it accepts a responsibility for
their well-being," Dr. Smith said
in his report. "In many instances
parents have expressed strong appt•uval of our ability to take care
of the food as well as the housing
needs of students and frequently
have indicated that the assurance
which we are able to give on these
points is a strong fa<;j;Pr in the
decision to 1JUroll tlie student
here."
UNM's health service has reported that students eating at the
dining halls are better nourished
and have generally better health
recm·ds than those who do not, Dr.
Smith said.
Dr. Smith mentioned in his report the diet table at the women's
dining hall from which students
may obtain exactly the kind of
food required to meet their medical.needs. •
Last spring a student 1·equest
brought the choice of buying fiveor seven-day meal tickets, and
many students bought the shorter
tickets.
"Students are excused from eating all meals at the dining hall
for reasons of health or in case
the terms of their employment
make it impossible for tliem to be
present," Dr. Smith said. "We feel
that it would be difficult to demonstl·ate that the policy works a
hardship on any student," he added.
·
As a final argument, Dr. Smith
stated that the budget must be
met, and that a loss of students
to the dining halls would mean
higher prices for meals or 1·ooms.
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'Shaggy. Students
Escape from Lab
And Dance Gamut
By Ron Benelli
Two shaggy•haired students,·re"
leased from captivity at a lab
class, embarked on a sojourn to
the SUB ballroom. Not being acquainted with extra-curricular activities, they plunged into their
new adventure with a stout heart
and the good conduct medal.
As they stepped into the inner
sanctum a crescendo of mixed inst~;uments all blended into something called the "Charleston Rag."
With this conglomerate mess were
seen legs and feet. of both sexes
going every-which-way.
One of the stout-hearted gentlemen made a personal. study into
the matter. To his astonishment,
this method of exercise was ballroom dancing. How much easier to
face a herd of ferocious lions I
Recalling that this ballroom
was modeled after an old church
in Taos, and that it measured r;s
by 88 feet, they thought that by
chance they had erred and were in
"Okil)s." The comfortable chairs
were still present, and the literature available to broaden their
know I edge, such as "Peep,"
"~quealt,"
and "Chronological
History of the Bedbug."
But alas, little did the "soldiers from Algiers" realize that
times have changed and that their
"straws of youth" had run the
gamut.

Letters to Be Given
At Honors Assembly
An honors assembly will be held
Friday at 7:30 p. m. in the gymnasium, the athletic department
announced. Awards will be made
of letters and certificates for last
year.
Sp01·ts to be covered are rodeo,
swimming, tennis, basketball,
base-ball and track. Numeral
awards will also be made to last
year's freshmen winners.
The athletic department asked
that all who. participated in the
sports listed be present. at the assembly. There is a possibility that
the· assembly may be combined
with a pep rally preceding Saturday's Aggie game.

William Kunkel, . member of
the music faculty, will be featured
as soloist in the opening Civic
Symphony, Thursday, in Carlisle
Gymnasium. Hans Lange is conductor.
Kunkel, first flutist of the orchestra, will appear in the gay
dance suite-the Bach Suite No.
2 for Strings and Flute.
Also to be presented in the first
concert will be Beethoven's Fifth
Symphony, the . Overture to !phi~
genia in Aulis by Gluck, and the
Folkways Symphony by Julia
Smith. The folk number is based
on Southwestern cowboy, fiddle,
and Spanish dance tunes.
Special student tickets at $2.40
for the entire series of five concerts are available until the day
of the first concel't, Oct. 5. They
may be purchased at the Music
Building or the Student Affairs
office.
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Kunkel to Appear
As Flute Soloist
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It wasn't easy to get 11 University gl'aduate students :from
foreign coUlltries together for a
pictureh· but the . photographer
didn't ave to ask them to act
like they were talking. It was like
a family reunion when they got to-

.

gether. In fact they stayed and
talked fot• half an hour after the
photog1·apher was thl'ough. The 11
students, representing six foreign
countries . are: from le£t to 1·ight
seated, 1 malia Oardos, Mexico;
Norbert;. Riedlj Austria; Karl Hil•

!<,,.

New Regulations
Released by VA
About Tuition
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Cadet apopintments were announced today by the Air ROTC
office. Scott W. Mcintire was appointed group commanding officer,
with cadet rank of lieutenant
colonel.
His staff includes Maj. David
W. Griffin, group executive officer;
Capt. Edward Gutierrez, adjutant;
First Lt. Brad Clark, public information officer, · and First Lt.
Dwight Chenoweth, athletic officer.
Line appointments for the four
squadrons are Capt. Ralph R. Davies, Sq. "D" C.O.; Capt: James
Caylor, Sq. "C"• C.O.; Capt. Reinhold Nagel, Sq. "B" C.O., and
Capt. John Zitnyar, Sq. "A" C.O.
The AFROTC office announced
that more cadet appointments will
be made within a few weeks.
Total enrollment in the cadet
program for this yea1" stands at
205. The unit is organized in four
squadrons of two flights each.
Cadet officers were appointed
from fourth year advanced students, most of whom spent six
weeks at Scott Air Force Base,
Ill., this summer.
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President Nixes
,Of Air ROTC Cadets Meal Tix Option

Veterans Administration today
issued regulations affecting the
amount of tuition it will pay to
thousands ·of schools training veterans unde1· the GI Bill and Public
Law 16.
Dr. Wicker
Under the regulations, a school
has had one or more tuition
which
fall of 1951. Students studying
contracts
for a period of more
under the GI Bill are eligible for
than
12
months
will continue tore~
the awards and can continue i·eceive
payments
at the rate of the
ceiving their subsistence allowlast
contract-without
the need
ance. The deadline for applicafor
further
negotiations
with VA.
tions is Oct. 28, and application
The new 1·egulations apply to
forms are available at Dr. Wickschools offering courses . of any
er's office in Hodgin 22.
length-whether they be short, inCandidates must be male cititensive courses of less than 30
zens of the United States, single,
There will be a pep ~:ally for · weeks or courses lasting longer
and between the ages of 19 and 25
than that period of time.
the UNM-A&M game Friday at
until Oct. 11 1951. They must have
7 p. m. in the Stadium. New
For schools having "frozen" tuicompleted at least their sophoyells will be rehearsed with
tion 1•ates under recently-enacted
more year of University work at
practice on the new band yells.
Public Law 610, today's regulathe time of their application.
tions affect only the period beGood character, health, morals, · A special attraction will be antween the date of their last GI
and scholastic and literary ability
nounced later in ihe week .
Bill contl·act and July 13, 1950are some of the elements to be
The student spirit committee
·effective date of the new law.
considered by the judges in makThe VA regulations do not apwlll meet at 4 p. m. tomorrow at
ing their choice of candidates.
ply to courses in non-profit instithe Student Council office in the
There will be no 1·estriction on the
SUB. All organizations are in·
tutions of higher learning or incourse of study at Oxfor!l, Dr.
vited to send representatives.
stitutional on-fat·m training.
Wicker added.
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the case of the Van Heusen CENjURY

LOBO

Part-time Jobs' Help .Put Mcintire Appointed
500 Through University Commanding Officer
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The place to go for the
brands you know

*o/327 Burroughs Dr., Snyder, N. Y.
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SHEEDY WAS NI!EDYI He Was the worst neck on campus,
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garth, Germany; Katherina von
Kolleritz, Germany; and standing,
Kurt Schlueter, Germany; Halim
El-Dabh, Egypt; Ali Gundez, Turkey;" Yoshiro Kuratania, Japan;
Juergen Bernardo-Levi, Germanyt
Guillermo G6mez, Mexico 1 ana

Herbert Klawe, Ge1·many. A total
of 17 foreign graduate, students
are enrolled at UNM this semester under t)le exehan&'e pt·o~ram
of the Inst1tute of InternatiOnal
Education.

WEATHER
Fah• today with scattered high
clouds. Partly cloudy . tomorrow
with a chance of rain late in the
day. High today 80, low 48.
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